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WHY SEMAJ ?
AS ARTIST’S NAME
The latter is to be James in back slang, in memor y to James
JOYCE, this writer and Irish poet who maintained sulphurous
exchanges with the one who was going to become his wife, Nora.
Semaj also finds his foundations in the following approaches :
- in the australian slang, Semaj means « fuck «, in ever y sense of the
word mean,
- the number corresponding to this first name is 3, synonym for
stability but also symbolism of 3 points determining a plan,
- his interpretation is «creative», «sociable», «curious» and «joyful».

TALK ABOUT HIM
We were all born ar tists. Only cer tain of us chose to
experiment this facet of their individual. Semaj, draws and expresses
himself by the image since youngest sound age. His parents, evolving in the Education, allowed him to attend course of music and
drawing, ver y early. But Semaj did not adhere to it because he does
not wish that a third person, or any established structure, teaches to
him to think. He always decided to go off to explore techniques and
materials, to leave his ideas and hisdesires to express himself freely.
Semaj was always inspired by the human being, his prohibitions
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(imposed or not), his corporeity, his interactions with his fellow men,
the pleasures and the satisfactions of the life. What awakens its ar t is
always closely linked to the relations between individuals, essentially
themes bound to the senses, that they are expressions of satisfactions
or still pains (sensations closely linked and inseparable).
We cannot say that Semaj is influenced by an ar tist, a school or
a movement in par ticular. He is cer tain that any new work finds its
roots in a past ar tistic expression. It is the mixture of the set of the
made discoveries that are of use to Semaj of compost to give life to
his ar t. The ar t of Semaj is profoundly anchored in its life, it is vital for
him. He par ticipates to his « meaning balance ».
Personal exhibitions (France, Germany and Switzerland) found
date before the bir th of his daughter. Then, while continuing his ar t, he
also turned to a more stable activity in the environment of the communication in the sector of the medical biology, to meet the education
of the latter. Today, his ar t becomes again essential, otherwise the main
par t.
For Semaj, the main par t in ar t, is that it can find his public,
whether he is a detractor or that he adheres to it. The impor tant
remains to create emotions, feelings, reactions. But before any, to
bring the ar t lover, whether he is a novice or experimented, towards
a personal questioning bound to his route of life, to his experiences,
to his desires, to his fantasies …
In this way we cannot say that a work of Semaj is more
remarkable than an other one, because it is closely linked to his
public, to felt sound. A work becomes remarkable from moment or it
manages to introduce an interrogation at his spectator.
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HIS ARTISTIC VISION
Semaj rest was ver y attached to the individual, to the exchanges,
but what speaks to him most, they are prohibitions. Not only those
who are imposed by societies or religions, but prohibitions that each
of us let us stand out ourself. It is this fabulous confrontation between
our desires, our fantasies and our famous prohibitions, that awakens
in us this imbalance of felt which Semaj wishes to highlight with its
works, by tr ying to introduce to public this questioning which remains
in purpose ver y personal.
Techniques and used materials are highly varied, mixing the
photography, digital ar t, the acr ylic, the collage, on diverse suppor ts,
such as the corrugated cardboard and the aluminum. These suppor ts,
beyond the restored image, also present a materiality close to the
imprint, as if its wish was to mark the spirits.
The used images are, if they are not extracted from the press,
realized by Semaj himself. This allows him to go to the closest to the
questioning which he wishes to introduce, by integrating it his felt
staff.

THE BIOGRAPHIC
ELEMENTS
Semaj is born in 1963 and is French.
He is of scientific training, what makes him curious about any
new technology. But his domain of expression is and will stay that of
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the visual ar ts, the painting, the photography, the digital ar ts …
His main approach is essentially connected to the sharing of an
emotion, a feeling. Make pass felt staffs, the societal felt, in the field of
the visible, of the tangible. To ever yone to read them with his own
philosophy, with its personal «background» of life, with its prohibitions,
with his availability and its own open-mindedness.
Two paintings are in the archives of the Museum of Brunoy in
Paris region. These two ar tworks are a par t of the abstract period
from the ar tist.
In addition, an ar twork from the «NORA» series has been published
in ART PRESS, a magazine dedicated to contemporar y ar t, of which
Catherine MILLET is the editor.
But if Semaj had to speak to you about its major works today, he
would bring you unmistakably towards :
- the polyptych of the CONTRAINTES, 16 paintings on corrugated
cardboard,
- the triptych NORA,
- the DEMOISELLES D’ICI.

www.semaj.fr
semajjoyce@semaj.fr
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